
____4.)  (3pts)   If I am traveling at 25 mph and it takes me 20 feet to stop my car by slamming on the brakes,  how     
  many  feet will it take me to stop my car when I am traveling at 75 mph? (Remember the hallway demonstration? 
     Use short cut)      a.) 50 ft   b.)  60 ft   c.)  75 ft   d.)   180 ft    e.)  240 ft Explain your answer:

10.) (6pts) The drawing of the pendulum shows a ball moving 
clockwise. Show the “zpl”  with a dotted line, put letter “A’s” where the 
potential energy due to gravity (Ug) is maximum, put a “B” where    
    the Ug = 0, put a “C”  where K (kinetic energy)  is maximum, put    
        “Ds”  where  K=0,  put a “+” where the work done by gravity (Wg) 
               is positive,  put a “-” where Wg is negative.

9.) (6pts)  What must be the flow rate of water 
coming over a 65m tall waterfall that generates 
1.5 GW of hydroelectric power?

2a.) (4pts) Draw 
the rope for this 
four pulley 
system that has 
a direction 
advantage and 
requires 1000 N 
to lift  a 4000 N 
load. (ignore 
friction)

2b.)  (4pts) Draw the ropes of 
the pulley system to the right so 
that you can lift a 500lb load 
using only 71.4 lbs of force.   
How much rope will you have 
to pull out to lift the load 4.0 ft?  

Complete at least two sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day 

Pretribe Pts:    0/20      5/20       10/20       15/20       20/20
                      (blank)    (1/2 side)     (1 side)      (1.5 sides)     (2 sides) 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  
Also, don't forget to look at keys, How The Universe Works (HUW) pages and the help videos

RAW PENCIL PTS ___________ + RED PTS _________ =      TOTAL PTS __________ / 125pts   
P h y s i c s       name ___________________________________________                     period _____
125pt Packet 7 TakeHomeTest (Pulleys,Work,Power,WKT, UFT, Torque) 

1.) Physics student Noah is attempting to quickly pull a 50 kg  box  6.0 m down a rough 25° ramp.   The box is 
attached by a cable over a pulley to a 600 N hanging weight . There is  a retarding frictional force of  75 N on the 
box. Noah is pulling horizontally on the box. Noah manages to pull the box down the ramp in 4 seconds?  

a.) (3pts) Required drawing of the system:              b.) (5pts) Use Orange Kinematics to determine the 
                         acceleration  of the box. 

 

d.)(2pts) Now find the tension in the rope.

3.)A force of 130.0 N at an angle of 20° to the incline pulls a 8.0 kg object 4.0 
meters up the incline. The incline is 15° to the horizontal. There is a frictional 
force of 20.0 N between the incline and the object.
required drawing:(3pts)             a.) (3pts) How much work does the force do 

                moving the object 4.0 m up the incline?           

b.) (2pts) How much work does friction do on the object in those 4.0 m?

c.) (2pts) How much work does gravity do on the object in those 4.0 m?

d.) (1pt)How much work does the normal force do?                                       

e.) (1pt)What is the net work of the system?

c.) (4pts) With how much force must Noah pull?  Feel free to use  
the Villatoro short cut.

 

4000N
35pts

45pts



11.) The only escape for Joe Dynamo (820 N)  is to jump from the top of the  26 m tall Vista building in downtown 
Norman seconds before it collapses.  (Assume no air drag or wind)  
a.) (3pts) What is Joe’s gravitational potential energy (Ug)  at the     
top of the building relative to the ground below?                                               

b.) (3pts) What is Joe’s kinetic energy (K)
    and Ug halfway down as he is in free fall?  

c.) (3pts)Find  Joe’s velocity just before he hits 
the  pavement. (You MUST solve by Con. of E.) 
   
d.) (1pt)What is Joe’s approximate Ug one  nanosecond before 
hitting the pavement? (no equation required.)  __________

e.) (3pts)  Plot Joe's 
    height vs. E, K, 
    and Ug
    (show zpl)
(use different colors)

5.)  (7pts)  You must use WORK KINETIC ENERGY Theorem to solve:  Crazy Joe is late for his nephew’s graduation at 
Lloyd Noble.  He speeds up his 6000 lb pick up truck from 90 ft/s to 110 ft/s as he drives 125 feet up a 20° hill.   Neglecting air 
drag,  and assuming gravity is the only force doing negative work, how much positive work (in lb.ft) is required to overcome the 
work done by gravity to accomplish this increase in speed?

13.) John and Isaac are carrying a 500 N load of manure on a pole between them. The pole weighs 60 N and is 2.0 m 
long . If  John is holding up his end of the pole with 250 N of force . . .       
(2pts) Draw and a.) (3pts)How much force is Isaac                 b) (3pts) How many m is the manure bag 
label the picture:  exerting on the pole?         from John?
  

____4.)  (3pts)   If I am traveling at 25 mph and it takes me 20 feet to stop my car by slamming on the brakes,  how     
  many  feet will it take me to stop my car when I am traveling at 75 mph? (Remember the hallway demonstration? 
     Use short cut)      a.) 50 ft   b.)  60 ft   c.)  75 ft   d.)   180 ft    e.)  240 ft Explain your answer:

10.) (6pts) The drawing of the pendulum shows a ball moving 
clockwise. Show the “zpl”  with a dotted line, put letter “A’s” where the 
potential energy due to gravity (Ug) is maximum, put a “B” where    
    the Ug = 0, put a “C”  where K (kinetic energy)  is maximum, put    
        “Ds”  where  K=0,  put a “+” where the work done by gravity (Wg) 
               is positive,  put a “-” where Wg is negative.

9.) (6pts)  What must be the flow rate of water 
coming over a 65m tall waterfall that generates 
1.5 GW of hydroelectric power?

15.) (2pts)   For a 2 dimensional object in the x, z plane
 to be in equilibrium, what must be true about its torque?

Required FBD:
Pretribe Pts:    0/20      5/20       10/20       15/20       20/20
                      (blank)    (1/2 side)     (1 side)      (1.5 sides)     (2 sides) 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS ___________ + RED PTS _________ =      TOTAL PTS __________ / 125pts   
P h y s i c s       name ___________________________________________                     period _____
125pt Packet 7 TakeHomeTest (Pulleys,Work,Power,WKT, UFT, Torque) 

7.) For the graph below: 
a.) (3pts) Determine the work done  by a force acting 
on an object moving from -3m to +11m.  
b.) (3pts) What was the minimum amount of initial 
energy (Eo) in the system.

F(N)

-3
11 

20 

-20

9

6.) A force F =  (-4i +  7j ) N   is acting on an object  
and causes it to undergo a displacement of   ∆s =(14i  -  5j) m.  
a.) (2pts) Sketch a small graph of this situation:   
b.) (3pts) Determine the amount of work the force F does on the    
object over the displacement ∆s

Stack and Mult:

3.)A force of 130.0 N at an angle of 20° to the incline pulls a 8.0 kg object 4.0 
meters up the incline. The incline is 15° to the horizontal. There is a frictional 
force of 20.0 N between the incline and the object.
required drawing:(3pts)             a.) (3pts) How much work does the force do 

                moving the object 4.0 m up the incline?           

b.) (2pts) How much work does friction do on the object in those 4.0 m?

c.) (2pts) How much work does gravity do on the object in those 4.0 m?

d.) (1pt)How much work does the normal force do?                                       

e.) (1pt)What is the net work of the system?

m

8a.) (5pts) Plot the three complete oscillations of the x component  of the big mass pendulum hanging from the ceiling if 
Mr. Askey holds it 1.5 horizontal meters  away from equilibrium. Say it takes 9.0 sec to complete the three  oscillations. 
Assume no damping

8b.) (2pts) What is the amplitude         8c.) (2pts) What is the omega         8d.) (3pts) So what's the oscillation's equation?  
               of this oscillation?           of this oscillation?                         

equilibrium

45pts

45pts

x (m)

t (sec)



___ 12.)  (3pts) An 80,000 kg  airliner is flying at 250 m/s  at 
a height  of 18 kilometers. What is its total mechanical 
energy (E) of the airliner? (HINT: E = Ug + K)  
a.) 478 MJ    b.)  773 MJ  c.) 10,340 MJ   d.) 12.3 GJ e.) 16.6 GJ                              

11.) The only escape for Joe Dynamo (820 N)  is to jump from the top of the  26 m tall Vista building in downtown 
Norman seconds before it collapses.  (Assume no air drag or wind)  
a.) (3pts) What is Joe’s gravitational potential energy (Ug)  at the     
top of the building relative to the ground below?                                               

b.) (3pts) What is Joe’s kinetic energy (K)
    and Ug halfway down as he is in free fall?  

c.) (3pts)Find  Joe’s velocity just before he hits 
the  pavement. (You MUST solve by Con. of E.) 
   
d.) (1pt)What is Joe’s approximate Ug one  nanosecond before 
hitting the pavement? (no equation required.)  __________

e.) (3pts)  Plot Joe's 
    height vs. E, K, 
    and Ug
    (show zpl)
(use different colors)

13.) John and Isaac are carrying a 500 N load of manure on a pole between them. The pole weighs 60 N and is 2.0 m 
long . If  John is holding up his end of the pole with 250 N of force . . .       
(2pts) Draw and a.) (3pts)How much force is Isaac                 b) (3pts) How many m is the manure bag 
label the picture:  exerting on the pole?         from John?
  

16a.)   (5pts)  The following irregularly shaped object is undergoing 
an unbalanced torque. Using the origin as a reference, draw the 
following radius and force vectors and also represent the torque 
vector on the graph.

      r = (3i -2j) m    F = (4i + 9j) N

16b.)  (7pts) Calculate the                   i         j        k
         torque on the irregularly 
           shaped object using the 
             matrix determinant 
                  method.

14a.) (5pts)  On the drawing to the right, draw and label:   
Line of Action (LOA)                     
True Moment Arm (𐑙)
the radial vector (r)
and the angle phi  ( ϕ )
the torque vector

14b.)  (2pts)  Color in the “torque  right triangle” 

15.) (2pts)   For a 2 dimensional object in the x, z plane
 to be in equilibrium, what must be true about its torque?

F

h (m)

E 
K 
Ug  

7.) For the graph below: 
a.) (3pts) Determine the work done  by a force acting 
on an object moving from -3m to +11m.  
b.) (3pts) What was the minimum amount of initial 
energy (Eo) in the system.

m

45pts

t (sec)


